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miyacest + public sex
the twins had to stay late after practice because they had to lock up when they were done. it
was getting dark and they didn't want to miss the last train. they packed up their stuff and
left.
they made it to the station just in time, however there was
already a bunch a people waiting for the same train. once the train came, the twins were
pushed into a corner and osamu ended up being pushed against atsumu.
~
once the train had started, atsumu layed his head on osamu's chest. listening to his heart
beat go faster each
minute. osamu put a hand on atsumu's waist and gripped it while the other hand was on his
ass. atsumu decided to tease osamu grinding himself up against osamu's croch area.
"not now tsumu" osamu whispered in his ear. atsumu didnt stop, he wanted to make osamu
weak.
"that's it." osamu then forced atsumu to turn around so he would be facing the wall of the
train car. osamu then grabbed atsumu's ass and started groping him. "mmm samu~"
osamu slid atsumu's sweatpants down and his along with it, "since ya wanna be a brat so
bad"
osamu slid his dick into atsumu's ass then started fucking him slowly. "ah~" osamu covered
atsumu's mouth. "shh tsumu, ya don't want people ta catch us right?"
atsumu tried to keep quiet but osamu's cock was too big and he felt him hit a spot that made
atsumu go crazy.
osamu started pounding atsumu's hole, making him arch his back and let little moans slip
out. "ah hah s-samu~"

osamu slowed down his pace, he knew atsumu was about to cum. "cum tsumu" osamu
covered his mouth so he won't be too loud.
atsumu ended up leaving a mess on the train car wall, with his pants still down, he turned
around to face osamu, getting on his knees so he can suck osamu off until he came.
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